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Rights protection that is a very important problem focused by almost all of the 
nations in the world can be called as a very critical symbol to indicate one nation's 
completion of democratization and legal system construction. dirctly injured by the crime, 
criminal victims are one of stimulations to start up a criminal litigation and also objectives 
protected by the litigation. In a case concerning victims, criminal lawsuit is focusing on 
chastisement of criminals and protection of the victims' legal rights, therefore, how to 
protect the victims' rights during the course of criminal lawsuit becomes a main problem 
that should be solved by the criminal law emphatically. Today, it is very necessary to 
enhance protection of criminal victims' rights in China. This is also a certain trend of 
criminal lawsuit development, an impersonal call of human rights protection and an 
requirement of criminal legal justice.  
In the our country pertaining to crime the litigation, kill the artificial law provision is 
the party concerned existent, however, lawmaking as to it's define and contents of right 
scope rule square but very unclear with lack, with together is the position of an accused 
person of the party concerned and it own of the right compared to become obvious 
unbalance. In the meantime in the judicatory the fulfillment, the victim right is violate of 
the phenomenon be also more serious. Nowadays in the world many nations particularly is 
west flourishing nation, have been more complete to the protection of victim right, our 
country to victim right of protection though compare it have already bigger progress 
before, however at this square but do of still very not enough, western flourishing nation at 
this square but exist an obvious margin, for showing the ultimate end target of judicatory 
candor, body now socialism nation of humanities concern and legal system be concerned 
with and contract further with international standard of margin, our country strengthen the 
protection to the victim right to seem to be very urgently with necessity, should adopt 
measure to strengthen the protection to the victim right further. 
This text is from the our country current and victim related various law provision 
begin and passed to study current our country pertaining to crime litigation the victim in 















fulfillment, it combine academic theoretical currently of the lawmaking of the standpoint 
and abroad practice, certain current victim right implement in of shortage of place, and 
how better support the right and benefits of victim. 
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前  言 
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人权益保护的变化情况看也是如此。     
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